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Y/HY STTTIF TI-!?: 00M SI AT I PIT?
^^reiic ii:t::rs3Y
Ir. e ”b8slo inductry suoh es that of the Goel
industry in the Fnited States, involvins- the prosperity
of the notion ©nd the happiness of eooh individual, it
^
seems quite necessary that the people kno\^ definitely
just hovj the situation stands. Eov; the miners v.'ork and
how their families live; hov; the operators marege their
mines end whet profits they moke; hov; the go rl is
brought to merket, whet price is charged for it and hov;
the price is determined; hov; the puhlic interest is
looked after or overlooked, as the case may he, are
matters of Intimate concern, not only to students of
economics and those who have to hum coal hut to every
citizen of the country.
CCTTDITIOES III TI:E COAL ITTYTtsTHY
An intense study of the above feats will disclose
that the public interest is not protected. It i s
grievously violated by conditions which might he remedied,
by wastes which might be prevented, by practices which
could be changed; to be specific, by a monopolistic
combination in anthracite on the one hand, which keeps
production low, prices high end increasing; and by an
>
1^
overdevelopment on the other hand in bitaminous coal
mining, which results in irregular operation, unequal earn
ings for operators, uncertain supply for consumers, forced
idleness, end consequently inadequate incomes for miners.
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BTf HM' c tr aa<.^l'9JC0% ^ ': A.
find thet chronic ill-v;ill end periods of hitter con-
flict e re che re c te r i s t i c of the ’ co^ 1 Indus try * e - . . .
After one of the most prolon?^ed end disesterous of these
conflicts, in 19f?, Congress euthorized the eppointment
of the United Stetes Goel Oommission. TTnlike previous
commissions, this one hed no re sPonsihili ty for settling
e strike or fixing prices or other executive or judiciel
functions, hut wes cherged mth investige ting the indus-
try 8s 8 whole end presenting its findings to the
President and Congress.
If the coal industry is subject to e lingering
chronic malady from which it cannot recover hy self
internal adjustment; if it suffers from elternete chills
and fevers with the changing seasons, then something
must he done to try end bring into effect some hJErraonious
adjustment of matters. The Coal Commission did not, as
has been claimed, give a clean bill of health to the coal
industry. It did make a diagnosis, and it found grave
disorders, grave but not incurable. It called into
consultations the most competent specialists.
WHAT G/h BE DOIP:
A solution of the situation might come through
a decisive victory by some one of the interests in
economic conflict with the others, as for example a
complete domination by the miners' union, or by the
f inane ierS' behind the operators, or by the competitors
of coal. This is indeed the m.ost familiar outcom.e of
economic conflict, as it is of civil and international
c’age #?
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K
.B*lOttto<imv li.lt r»i 10. ,fno^Tit\‘^00 oit; .aiorp4;«jtl
to oRjootao laoci^ailt tooftnlt at airft ,raoa to
ffiaolt<ari>*trit 6.iA C/vto Vp «t tt a» ,tol ti/too oMi)rtqi>o
V7e rf£ re . Or e solution mi^ht teke the form of comprom.ise,
eeeh volunterily yieldin,^ somethin?^ for the sske of perce.
In B nction reslly CEOahle of self-government
in its economic es v?ell es in its PoliticEl relations
there vyill he, hovi/ever, constant search for another
adjustment than either compromise or conquest. V/l:st if
it should he found Possible for every legitimate interest
to he .orofi table, labor better protected and better paid,
standards of livin?^ of the workers' families constantly
raised, end yet output constantly increased, costs of
production lowered, quality improved and guaranteed, and
prices to consumers reduced? This would be integration
wi tho ui lesrtisint df'trede ; prosperity v;i tliout monopoly; the
reconciliation of investment, m.anegement, labor, and
consumption threugh stabilization, elimination of waste,
improvement of methods end of labor relations end of the
habits of consumers.
UTIED FOR A ilATlOFAI IQIICY
At present we hxve no national policy except one
of drift, punctuated with blind, angry, fu1 ile slashing
at miners or dealers or operators or railroads in time of
scarcity, famine prices, and panic. A national policy
need not be one of national ovmershlp or of price fixing
by decrees of government, although those are at least
intelligible Policies. It need not be one of hostility
to the union, of open shoo in the sense of abolishing
collective bargaining, although that too is a policy, end
one which is firmly held and consistently acted upon by a
large and powerful section of the industry, and which
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comnfiids co ns id err tie outside sympathy. To srrive et e
sound nrtionel policy v?e must first look £t the fscts.
The frets rlso ere many end me ny- sided, hut they ere not
ell of equel im-portence. ITone need more then miners,
mine mene^ers, mining engineers, mire finenciers, whcle-
sele end retei] dealers, carriers, end le rge consumers
to look heyond tlieir speciel, technicel, end often
profound knovjledTe of deteils, end to join in giving
considers tion to the simpler, larger aspects of nstional
policy; to join in cresting s policy v/hich vil] hxve e
promise of giving to the industry stability and prosperity,
end to the puhlio a dependable supply of coal at reasonable
prices. Naturally members of each of these groups knov;
vastly more about their special interests and obligations
than any outside student of coal economics can hope ever
to knov;, and for that reason can contribute v.hat no others
can to the fund of com.mon knov^ledge. They can do this
best if they have some genersl understanding of other
sspects , v;ith vhich heretofore they may have been no
more familiar than the general public.
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A ^R?:iII.11IURY TO xV.RT III
COITFLIGT 111 THS ANTHRACITE IITDITSTRY
In the enthrscite industry, there are five groups
eontesting with one another, each trying hard to suhdue
the others. Up to-date the strongest has tried to keep
things as the3’’ are end has constantly won, so th-st at
this moment the anthracite huming populetjon of the
•United States is paying high prices in order to get its
little hit of heat. These grouos comprise the following:
1. The operating companies, the railroads, and
the wholesalers end retailers.
2. The miners
3. The management
4. The consumers of anthracite
5. The non-anthracite consuming public
FIRST CHOU? - OPERATORS. RTC ..
What do they want? This group wants to keep
things as they are. Crovernraent regulation or nationaliza-
tion or city-owned distributing agencies or changes of
any kind are neve r mentioned by them except with disapprove
They have won large profits by keeping things as they are.
It is only natural thej?" should want to go on in the seme
wajT-, and m.aintein a large and expensive organization to
defeat change,
SECOFD PRO IT? - HIURRS
This group wants better wages. Also through
the national organization, the T^nited iMne Workers of
America have said twice that they want nationalization
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They to^ethe r V7i th the public v^ent s clieu^e . They vvent
less profiteering, lo\?i;er freight retes, lower mining
charges, lower distributing charges in order that they
may have a fairer share of the price the consumer pays
end so win a better life than they have at present.
TEIHD OROITP - IMOIEI.^NT
This grouo is composed of mine manegers. I^eny
of them are engineers. They are paid by the coal com-
panies to make money for them. If it was by stopping
production, they did that. If it was by wasling coal,
there is reason to believe they did tliat. If it was by
crashing the domestic sizes into steam sizes, they did
that. ';^hey ere under orders, iiany of them ere men who
would be ee-ger to run the m.ines they ere in c’nf rge of
for the one and only purpose of getting production,
constantl y end efficiently. However, under the present
organize tion of the industry, they take their orders
from the'r owners, who seem thus -fer to have hed e
policy of restrictive cooperetion.
FQTTHTH SROTTP - A ITT PDbA 0 1 TE 3 OH SW 1 H 1 "V'e 1 1
0
This group wants cheaper coal end more of it.
They want the operators to make a decent return and
the miners to get good weges, but at the same time they
ere very sick of being at the mercy of an industry that
does not seem to be functioning as well as it should.
They ere beginning to think th*at keeping things as they
ere in a policy of watchful freezing is about the worst
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FIFTH aROUF - FOE -AH TH HA GITS FH3I1C
This ^roup ha s e double thou^^h indirect interest
in anthracite. If it vsere converted into povver at the
mines instead of used in the fum£ ces as fuel, it \7ould
affect the whole soft coal industry. If anthracite were
nationalized, the rest of the public would watch the
experiment 7;ith interest to see if the same thing could
end should be done with bituminous coal.
It will be obvious from this simple statement,
tliet the desires of the differently interested parties do
not entirely coincide. Bearing in mind these different
groups with their 7;ants, we can now turn our attention to
the following deta iledoutli ne in-order to acquaint ourselves
with the order in which the material will be presented
in FART 111*
The first section contains a brief introduction
to the coal situet'on, and the following are sor.e of the
topics discussed: the location of coal deposits, anthra-
cite production, bituminous coal production, consumers,




The second section takes uo the discussion of
the problems of the anthracite coal industry with some of
the following topics: the anthracite situation, location
of anthracite coal fields, ovmership of fields, price of
anthracite and how determined, costs, depreciation, taxes,
working hours, labor turnover, accidents, inspection of
mines, prevention of accidents, wages, housing conditions.
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senitery conditions, standard of 1 ivin^, and profits.
The third section takes up the discussion of
tiie problems of the hituminous coal industry and vye
find some of the follov^ing topics; peculerities of the
bituminous coal industry, union and non-union territories,
future markets, price, v/astes end their causes, causes
and results of over-c evelopm.ent, costs of operation,
organization, improvements and their needs, metiiods of
settling disputes, influence of the union fields, strikes,
employnent, accidents, earnings of miners, housing con-
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TO THR ECOITOMIQ ?HOBIRMS
OF OPAL i.aiTira
QUANTITY OF COAX IN THE IJI^ITED ST/ TFS
It is the high igredie coels in the eestem
pert of the country, of \7hich V7 e heve the smr 1 ] est supply,
thet v;e ere using up the fesiest. At the present rate
our anthrecite ml] not last more than a hundred yeers.
The serai -hi turn i no us ooel is go:ng nearly as fast and at
an increasing rale of production. Its exhaustion \^ill
he a more serious loss.
Our thirty-five hundred billion tons include e11(6)31
grades, from the hardest graphitic anthrecite to the Poor-fj^^ 05 Q
est hrov;n wody lignite. The anthracite is nearly ell
in a small area of less than five hundred square miles
in eastern Pennsylvania. Most of the semi-anthracite
and semi-hitumino us coal also is in the Appalachian
region; the rest in Arkansas, Oklahoma, lolorado, and
Yashington. The vast deposits of suh-hi tumino us coal
and lignite for the most pert lie v?est of the Mississippi,
in Texas, New Mexico, Colorado, and the northern plains.
Only the deposits of bituminous coal are so scattered as
to he within easy reach of all parts of the country.
Only the lower grad^ hu?ve a long future in prospect.
Even of bituminous coal, the thick beds of the roost de-
sired kinds, which are near the surface and near large
markets, are being depleted rapidly. If coal we le coal,
i.e., if all the thirty-five hundred billion tons in our
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suLterreneen coal 1)1113 V7ere equally serviceelile for all
purposes, vje could say that we have enough to last for (6)33-
36
many hundreds of years. If on the other hand we should
assume that the amount we use will go on increasing at
the seme rate as in the years just before the World War,
we would be shocked to find that our vast stores could
(6)36f-
hardly be expected to hold out for any great length of 366
time
,
PRODUCTIOIT 0? AIITERAOI TS IQ/.I
The amount of anthracite mined from year to year, (16)69
even, before 1914, had been settling down to a level, not
,(A)847
even keeping up with the increase in Population in its
accustomed markets. In the last ten years it has closely
maintained that genezail level, except for an increase in
the years 1917 and 1918. (6)357
PHIDITITIOIT OF hi TiruiFOUS 00/.
I
Production of bituminous coal has shown no ten-
dency to seek a level, but its rt-te of Increase has been
slowing down from the dizzy speed of the first years of
the twentieth century, between 19CC, about the time when
7]Q passed Ireat Britain and became the chief coal pro- (1)5
ducing notion of the world, end the beginning of the War
our annual output of soft coal doubled, and by 1918, the
(1?)5
year of maximum production, it had almost trebled. Slnce(14)57
then there have been ebncriTial ups end downs, because of
(/)185D
suspensions in 1919 end 19?J? end general business depres-
sion in 1921, with subsequent attempts at recovery in 19?0
and 1923. Production is not keeping up with what appeared
before the war to be the normal rate of Increase required
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L1/>HKSTS
ITeerly ell the ooel mined in the Pnited States
finds its consumers within our own hounderies. I little
is sent to the central stretch of lenada. Prom an fA)683
academic point of view it would seem that America, rather
than England and Wales, could "better afford to supply
fl).25
the countries which have no coal of their o\mi. But the (6) 355
high 7;oge of both labor end capital in America, the
expense of the long hauls to shipping points, end the
high freight rates at sea, have prevented our coal thus





With their iferailies, the coal mine workers make
(14)13
up a population of three or four million. Their services 60
ere indispensable to the daily life of every household of
the nation. However, there are too many miners, and
their numbeis are increasing. The excess and the Increase
ere entirely in the b^tum-inous coal mines. The labor (A) 501
force of the anthracite mines has been about stationary in
recent years, though it could be increased to the advantage
of the anthre c i te- consuming public. There are already
enough bituminous coal miners, on the other hand, to
produce at least twenty-five per cent more coal than has
(6)270
ever been used in any year.
AIT THR/'. 0 1 TR MOITO PQI
Y
The anthracite deposits are now o\Tned by a small
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nurn'ber of corporations, estates, end indi vidur-l s, many
of YJhDm acquired them lon^ e^o, et prices which look
f/)67’
I'ediculo usl y small, in comparison with the incom.e they
yield to-day. Of the total recoverable tonna>^e of
anthracite still left in the ground, nine-lent hs is owned
by the so-called "companies”, i.e., the coal companies (6)257
(10)3
which were foimerly owned by the ir ilroads serving the
anthracite region o r by common owners and are still more
or less indentified with them economically. The other tenth
is o\*med by "independent” operating companies and by
non-operating corporations, estates, and individuals.
OYERDSVEIQiliTllTT OF TEE BlTinUITOUS OOAI irDnso:HY
llo statistics are available in regard to the
owners of the bituminous coal deposits, but ownership of
them, like the deposits themselves, is widely diffussed. (6)258




does not know he ownes an.y coal or the feimer who digs a
few tons out of the side of his hill for his own use,
to the great raining enterprises which have acquired thou-
sands of acres for the express purpose of exploiting the
underground riches. Railroads and m.enufe cturers buy mines
and go into the mining business in order to be sure of
having coal for their furnaces end locomotives.
GOHTR/.ST ERTWRRIT THE AriTKH/.GITR AIID FITTfJlNQUS Q.^ERAT-'^HS
The typical anthracite operator is a big producer,
a corporation and a manufacturer as well as an extractor.
In the whole anthi? cite industry with its annual output of
ninety million net tons, there are hardly more than a (1)5
(6)257
hundred operating concerns engaged in mining fresh coal and
Page #12
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vjsshing culm piles, to T/7hioh ere added. In a 3"eer of
high demand fifty or more engaged in dredging rivers
for the fine coal \’!eshed dov;n from thje mines. Three-
four t’ns of the ’card coal is prDduoed hy ten companies.
There is no typical bituminous coal operator, hut only
a heterogeneous, unorganized, infinitely diverse, and
hotly competing aggregate. The industry, vjith its
developed capacity of nearly a hillion tons e year, f/>)2£8
comprises over six thousand operating units and in a
good year at least as many more ”^’egon mines” end
’’country hanks” \’Jhich ere often, like the scattered
vsood lots, important local sources of fuel though they
do not out much figure in the statistics of
produc tion.
Qf^RATC?.’ 3 RISE
’//hether made at the mine or at some distent
(14)145
center of finance, tlie forecasts and decisions are
brought to the acid test of business success or failure.
The operators must often take big risks. With their
0 or borrovjed cepitel they acquire the mines, open
them, ley them out, drive their shafts end entries,
connect \Ti th railroads, build up a technical end
administrative staff of engineers, managers, foremen,
and an occasional geologist; recrui t miners and the
great variety of mine r;orkers needed inside and outside
the mine, and in many cases build tovns for them end
tlB ir familie s to live in; arrange for the sale
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through leese or purchase. In short the operotor must
organise his enterprise like eny other, and v?hfin he
has created his orgcnizs tion he has only made e
"beginning. He is constantly having to deal with
unforeseen emergencies. Deadly gas, dangerous coal
dust, surplus water, defective roofing^ eccentric geologi
formations, many he in the mine to plague him. Labor
disputes, acute, intermittent, end chronic ere at his
elbow/. If he mines bituminous coal his days are nothing
but e series of emergencies. Fuel oil or natural gas
may destroy his uncertain markets. Prices play fantastic
tricks, controlled by forces far beyond his reach. The
supply of cars in which to transport his coal may fe il
just when prices are hlgtest^snd productive capacity
of his mine et its best. Cut-throat competition
is the condition which confronts, flaiJcs, and drives
him. To conduct a successful business et ell, requires
considerable skill, resource- fulness, patience, courage,
and money or credit. There is no organisation of the
coal operators of the nation, corresponding to the
organization of the ’line Torkers of /.merica.
Since production of anthracite and pruduction of
bituminous coal are tv/o distinct industries, only mildly
competing, the two groups of producers do net recognize
common Interest, though the two groups of miners do. The
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jenerel purposes, nevertheless heve o sort of ore;£nic
the neturel outgrowth' of yeers of pErticipetion
in e stehilized inciustr^^h whioh is conoentrEted hoth
geogrEphically end in the numher of enterprises engeged.
The Anthrsaite ::oal Operctors ilssoointion is not whet its
neme suggests hut an orgenizEtion of ’’independent^
operators, i.e., others then the ’’reilroEcl eompenies”,
crested to decl with freight rates end other points in
their reletlons with the OErriers.
TE^ TlT.rXim' 3 -?iHT
Einence speaks the final word in many arises,
whether speaking through some individual with original
(
initiative, hold ideas, end unusual powers of persuasion,
or through mere hrutel oontrol of railroads, docks, market
and credit or through the ^leer necessities of hiard
pressed operetors who have exhausted tlieir ovn resources
end must heg for help on whatever conditions to avoid
bankruptcy . The financier has a re: sponsihili ty easily
d is tingui shehle from that of other participants in thie
coal industry. It is his duty to support with the
necessary funds such enterprises os are soundly conceived
and efficiently conducted.
TEE R/JIPO/iP’S fART
To get the cool from twelve or fourteen thousand
mines and distribute i t to every important center of
population in the country is a big transportation problem,
perh-Ei^s the biggest in the world. The investment of the
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trenspo nation is Isrger then tie t put into the mines
hy the eosl ovmers end operators comhined. The entliracite
cerriers hsve intimete reletions with one enother. flC)51
B itmnino '.s oerriers on the other hand, like the operators,
engage in a free for all competition, opening new fields
with long hauls, assigning cars for their own fuel whnn
there is a shertapre of cars, until the latter practice
f6)2CO
was stopi^d hy the In ter- state Commerce Commision. The
railroads use ti,7enty-e ight per cent of the total output
f 6 ) 2 04
of soft cool as fuel in their own locomotives, end liave,
therefore, an unique interest in the industry as the
largest da sg of consumers. They are interested in the
location and ownership of tlie resf^n^es from the point of
view of cerriers es well es from that of their own fuel
supply. They ere interested in the markets, in wholesale
and retail prices, in freight rates, in the quality which
ceuses the coel to resist deterioration in ti'ansi t end
storege, in thjs competition of water routes, end in
elmo st every other aspect of coel industry.
IIETECDS or LTAPrBTIIlC
L7ost of the coel the domestic consumers huy, some
of what the larger consumers huy, and e smell pert of
wh^t the railroads end other large consumers huy, passes
r6]179
tlirough the hands of dealers. Some fifty per cent of the
coal is marketed hy selling departments of the producing
companies. These depa rtiienl s
,
however, do not always or
even as e rule, sell directly to the ultimate corsumers.
dage fie
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Tl.ey ine7 sell directly to retailers, or even to vholeselers
tv7ice or more removed from the consimier. Y/hiolesalers are e
necessary factor in the process of di strihutin^ the coal
mined hy ei^ht or ten thoasend producers amon^ some ninety
thousand "buyers of car-load lots; hut there are too many
of them just as there are too many mines end too many
miners. In time of panic, "by selling: end re-selling; to
one another, end hy re-ccnsi^nmen t of shipments en route,
they resemlle a stage aimy with its marching and counter-
marching. Of retail dealers it is estimated that there
ere some 5)rty thousand, one to every six or seven hundred
families. Th^t also is en excessive number . Both in the
cities and in the smeller tovms a smeller number could
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The production of anthrpoite is an industry
73 ith marked che racteristios : corapect, closely integrated,
firmly estahli shed, self-confident, sohistice ted, end
e little arrogant. Its present status is the result of
natural advantages and artificial control. The results
of privrte ov^nership of railroads and coal deposits in
the same hands or under the guidance of the seme ehle
minds are fl) lack of public regulation \7ith a crude
f/.)36
machinery or none at ell for protecting tlie public interst; 683
f£) no provision for giving accurate information to
consumers so that tliey might protect their o.vn interest.
Under a system of taxation on coal mined the evils mentioned
ere aggraveted instead of corrected. i
lOlATIOIT 0? FI^US
The snthrecite industry is concentrated in a small
area of a single state. The deposits lie in eastern
lennsylvenie, \7i thin a territory of 480 square miles. fl6)5 I
Rstimetes of the total amount range from fourteen to f/.)683 I
sixteen billion tons, about tv30- thirds of the original I
deposits. At the present rale of recovery it is estimated
that our coal supply 7/111 last about a hundred years.
fA)48
Uith the natural deposits of anthracite in one place,
concentration of ovnershlp was made possible, if not
inevitable; the consolidation of ownership, operaition and
transportation in the seme hands or in closely cooperating '
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e large- socle man ufao tm'ing industry, for that it is as
well as an extractive end carrying industry, Was ^nede
much eesier then it would have teen if the entlnreoite
deposits, like soft coal, were scattered ell over the
country. In location e letter cix)ice could hardly have
keen make, assuming there, was to he only one plaa^ . It
is surrounded in every direction hy a relatively dense
end rapidly growing population. Financiers end
promoters could hardly ask for more congenial conditions
and seldom have they improved a natural opportunity
more judiciously.
Q^JTTFFSHIf
Ownership of the enthuracite coal lands to-d£>y fl6^l5
is highly c oncentrc ted. They ere rarely offered for sale,
end the full amount of the unearned increases in value, fA)677
a very great amount in the case of the more productive
properties, which remain in the hands of those who ovu
and operate them. ITinety per cent of the reserves is
owned hy ten companies, which h^ave affiliations not only
with the railroads of which they once were a part hut QC)3
also with one another, dating from the time when they
joined forces to diminish or elim.inate competition,
prevent ne?; railroads from cdming into the territory,
stabilize open''tions end prices, and exploit the market.
Though the comhination no longer exists, so strong is
the community of interest among the companies that we
may with reason he sceptical of the possibility of forcing
competition among them hy legislative or judicial action.
Thus the anthracite operators ere divided into two main
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groups. In one group ere the ten companies operating
on e large scale and producing seventy to eighty per
( 6 1 264
cent of the total output, most of it from their ov;n lands
end only a little on a royalty hesis. They own something
/
like nine-tenths of the reserves of coal; sell most of
thjeir product direct to retailers and individual ^consumers
B
at constantly rising prices which foimerly were uniform,
agreed upon in advance, and which even now do not very more
than five per cent one. from another. In the other groi^),
forming an
^
independent fringe of potential competition,
ere 160 or more operators whiO for the most Part have no
historic connection with the railroads, including fifty (A)6Q2
or sixty wlr) ere engaged only in dredging operations.
These independents produce only twenty to thirty per cent
of the total output, and seventy per cent of that from
leaseholds under royalty. They sell most of their product
to wholesalers or iohhers, at prices somewhat "below the
prices of the companies in the periods of ^eck demand
v;lnch formerly occurred, "but considerably higher in the
times of sho rtage whi ch have been characteristic of
recent years. (’19 )b
IIOITOPQIY
Occupying the center of the stage in the anthracite
industry is a mighty though incorporeal figure, a composite
of financiers, owners, operators, and railroads, knovm
as the "anthracite combination." Historically end actually
(A)ze
it is a very conspicuous character, with en economic
which survives legal sentence of death end dissolution,
with an eye for conservative business but a sinister
^ age l20
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>oountenenoe es seen legislfitors, proseouting officiels,
refiicrl editors, end justices of the Supreme Court. The
comh inetion resulted from the epplics tion of keen fore-
sight end shrewd "business ehi] ity to the neturel
edvente^s presented "by the locetion of the ent’nrecite
fields in s compect eree within erm’s reeoh of three-
fourths of tie population of the country. By eg'reement
omon.5 themselves they limited output, pooled traffic, fA )36
end set prices. ilnnael production was ste'bilised at
just the amount that the market would e'bsor'b a t an
advantageous price. Thus the com"binetion controlled
competition, restrained trade, ended overdeveloltoent
,
evened up seasonal Huctuetions "by e summer discount,
sta"bill2ed operation and so regular instead of
irregular emploimaent to the mine workers, it improved
methods in the mines "below and on the "breakers above
ground, jut financial strength wfith new processes, which
"brought cleaner, "better prepared coal to markets, end
este"blished a reputation for standard qualities. fl 9 )i
POIIOY
A policy of holding hack rather than glutting
the market is not to "be condemned off-hmd. It is the
policy which cotton growers end manufacturers, oil, and
copper producers pursue when they can end lem.ent their
ine"bility to eerier out when they cannot. Only the very
foolish destroy tlieir profits "by overstocking the market.
If "by any permissible m^eens they can keep the supply below
the demand and so keep prioes stable at a high level they
i^ege /^21
* " ® ^ ~
.
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vjill - V/ith stetionEi-y or even diminishing punches ing
power on the pert of the mess of the populetion, there is
eXweys c possibility of glutting the mericet, v?itli
disastrous effeots on prices. flO)w
i?PiCB
To the anthracite public the chief problem in
th^ anthracite industry is the high price they have to
pay at present. Retail prices of ontliraGite in tne
principal cities prectically doubled in th^ eight years
from the beginning of the T^ar in Burope. If that were fG)239
Ell there was to it, it might be explained superficially
as merely one aspect of the general increase in prices
due to the ’.7er. However the inflated prices of other
commodities began to fall, most of them stierply, in 1918
to 1920, while the prices of antlirocilB have gone on
increasing each year. The retail price is made up of
fa) the price of the coal at the mine, including cost
of production and producer's profit, plus fb) the oo st f2)9
of transportation, plus fc} expenses and profits of the
retail dealer, and in case he does not buy direct from
a producer, expenses and profits also of one or more
whole seller 3 . In the price of thn domestic sizes there
is a factor which does not appear on the surface end is
not easily segregated, /inthracite is mined for domestic
use in stoves and furnaces, but in the process of
extraction end preparation a certain amount of the coal
tahen out of the ground is broken down into sizes too
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sold is not dete mined "by merely edging- up the items of
cost and then adding to the sum a customary or reesonahle
or satisfactory margin of profit# The consumer might
naturally infer that the price vrhich he pays is arrived
at in some such way, since he always hears that any
increase in wages, in freight rates, or in the cost of
supplies is s justification or at least an explanation
for an edva^nce in prices. However, the price is detemined
in ano the r manner. The starting point is not cost plus
estimated profits hut the consumer's needs* The price is
fixed in such a way as to bring shout an equilibrium of
(6)208
supply and demand. Thus the price is detemined by the
company's forecast of market conditions in general; by the
equilibrium between effective demand based on the two
elements of (1) need for fuel and purchasing power, and
(2) practicable supply based on conditions of production
and t ra ns po rta ti on . Price is then further modified by
considerations of policy, such as the advanta^ge of keeping
supply a shade under demand, of not going too far in
alienating public opinion, the need for disposing of smell
%
sizes along with domestic sizes, consi dereiion of the
interest of railroads, their future as well as present
traffic, end finally the desirability of presenting an
appearance of competition by advertising superior qualities
if not by cutting prices.
COST 07 G_0AL
’7hst it costs to get coal out of the ground and (6)231
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in recent years. Increasing cost of production is to "be fl6)46
expected, of course, since mining is subject to the lew fl)lE
of diminishing return, except es it may he held in check
hy increasing return from improved machinery, more
efficient labor, better management, better use of V76ste (2)18
or by-products, end so on. The cost of labor end capital
required to extract a ton of coal tends to increase as the
more accessible deposits become exhausted and operations
ere extended to thinner beds, farther below the surface, with
greater complexity of operation due to folding, pitching,
crushing, and faults. As time goes on a larger and larger
proportion of the total must come from the areas of less
favorable conditions, and in ell parts of the anthracite
region deeper end thinner beds must be worked each year to
maintain output. The basic item in producer’s costs, which
deteimines whether they are high or low, is v;este. The other
items maybe grouped under two general heads: supplies, (6)257
repairs, and maintenance; end general or overhead expense.
The cost of each of the three factors has increased, but
they have Increased in different degrees. Attention naturally
centers, first on the cost of labor, since it is by far tbe
largest single item and has Increased more than the others.
It is the one with which we are m.ost familiar, too, for evf-'ry
increase in wages is prominently discussed in the public press
before and after it is made. The second item in costs, which
includes operating supplies, repairs, maintenance, end light
end power in so far as they ere not produced by the company,
depends on the genera 1 me rke t level of prices for the
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efficiency in iDuying end using them. This item may he
sv7ollen hy improper cherges, es for exsmple, vjhen e
company huys locomotives end charges them to operating
expenses; or when e company huilds e new power plant,
end charges to the supply account the difference between
its cost end the value of the old one which it replaces.
The third item, general expense, mey not excite enj?- more
interest then the second, et any rate until it is hrohen
up into its constituents. But it i s hy no means an
innocent or homogeneous item. Therefore included in this





The methods in use for charging depreciation are
many end varied. Some companies carry no depreciation
account, while others make a charge et e fixed rate per f/)955
ton of coel produced. Others charge a fixed emount
annually based upon the probable life of the equipment.
Charges may be more than would be necessary to keep the
capital account intact. For example, a piece of machinery
is used t\';ice as long as its estimated life.. After the
term of its natural expectation of life has ended,
depreciation is still charged uP year after year et
the same rate, through the period of its abnoriiel life,
so that by the time it is finally discarded, the depre-
ciation reserve which has been set up on its account
exceeds its original cost. All such inflated deprecirtjon
charges, end to a larger extent the practice of treating
fA)955
^Ege #E5
^ ^itlcrri at xt,:t^it^Yt
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costs of plant and equipment as operating expenses,
increase apparent costs as shovm "by the hooks end decree se
apparent margin of profits. These methods do notactuelly
increase the amount of money the operator has to expend, hut
they give a false idee of the relation hetv7een costs end profits.
TAX
In the stete of Pennsylvania there is assessed f6)B89
a one and a half per cent tax on the value et the mine of
the anthracite prepared for markets. The producers
neturally eddsthe amount of it to the price they charge,
and 30 it is passed on, all along the line of wholesale
and retail dealer, until it reaches the ultimate consumer
in hi s h il 1
.
LABOR COST
There is no simple w y to decide ^’jhethe r or not
it is reasonable that we should poy $4,05 for the labor f6)B42
involved in getting out a ton of anthracite. A high
labor cost may or may no r mean good earnings for the ^
miner. Part of it may be due to poor management, which
keeps men waiting for tools or cars or otherwise hinders
them in their work. In the absence of any convenient
measuring rod, what we have to do i s to examine the
conditions under which the men work
,
the wages they get,
and the kind of lives they can live, so far as that is
deteimined by environment and income and whet it will buy;
and from all these varied data form our opinion about the
labor cost end the merits of the current controversies
in the industry. The man who cuts out the coal with
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t; »i til'rf bf? »„, da Kt t p.^ot%
8 subcontrs cto r. He is usuclly paid on the he sis of the
amount of coel he ^ets oat. He is oel! ed e contract
miner and he usually employs a lehorer to load the coal
he blasts dovn and help him in other vsrys. The laborer
is the employee of the miner, and not of the company. He
is hired, disciplined, and discharged by the miner, and
paid by the company, on a statement turned in by the miner,
either a fixed daily rate or a certain portion of the
miner's ea mings . The rest of the force, working some (8)10
above ground and some below, ere blacksmiths, drivers,
timber cutters, culm men, etc. They ere time wikers,
paid by the day or the hour.
STH/.DY HlifLOYI^lHtTT
By the award of 1903 end succeeding agreements, (6)305
rates of pay for all classes of woik have been increased
(P )497
substantially and the length of the working day ti;s been
cut. Simultaneously, by the action of th^ operators in
stabilizing output, the seasonal aspect of the work,
which was cha racte ri stlc of the antlm’ci te industry
before 1900 as it is of bituminous coal m.ining today,
has disappeared, and regular emplo^mient can be co ’Jinted
on. The anthracite miners are no longer a submerged or
exploited group. In bargaining Power their relative
strength hjas increased until at the present time they
can hardly be said to be ate disadvantage in negotiating
with the operators.
HOTTHS
The standard ten-hour working day of 190r was
reduced to nine hours in 1903 and to eight in 1916. The (6)305
#27
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chief si.'^nificence of the len^^th of the \’vorkin,f5 de y ll'es
in its relation to we^es. It is the hesls for v;85 e rates
for \7ork paid hy the day snd for caloulftin.^ the earnings
r/j405
of day men. It does not mean that ell mine wrkers
work eight hours e day. In practice a number of the day
men work more then eight hours, end s considerable
number of the contract m.en work less. Contract m.en
determine their own hours, very largely. They have their
idea of what is a day's work, in output or earnings or
weariness or combination of the three, and stop when they
reach that point, or when they think the air is unfit to
work in.
LABOR TIT2TT0V1R
In total turnover of labor there was in llPl a
range from nine per cent in one colliery to 374 per cent (6)310
in another, both in the Wyoming District. In the most (/)49 7
stable district, the lehigh, the proportion of employees
who were on the payrolls throughout the entire year
ranged from 56 per cent in one mine to 84 per cent in
another. According to the figures given, the outside
day men are the most stable group in the anthia^cite mines.
The contract m.iners and inside daymen are not D" r below
them. The greatest amount of change takes place among
the miners' laborers, the men who ere the personal
assistance of the contract miners, hired and fired by
them individually and not by the company. (19)m
AG 01 DEITTS
Anthracite mining is herd v«rk, not likely to
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the t the enthrecite mine workers heve e hl.^her everep^e
of nrtive physicel strength end resistance then most
other ocoupc tionsl groaps. Among the coal miners of
the United States accidents are the principal cause of
death. The rete of fatal eccidents per thousand men (5)12
14
employed is higher than in sny other important coal (6)89
producing country, ttiree tim.es as high as in Ireet (3)5-8
8-11
Britain. There are many reasons why eccidents occur 11-14
and why the high rates persist, natural difficulties (16)157
increase as the workings go deeper. Increased use of (/)631
machinery and of electricity increases dangers. The stf^te
operators end miners cannot agree on proposals, and there-
fore state lows do not cover present conditions in the mines.
Even yei
,
for instance, the state has no electrical code.
The state does not moke adeouate provision for inspection.
The twenty- five inspectors in the anthracite field ore men
(16)95
of long practical experience, generally trusted and respected
hy "both miners end officials; hut a man with fifteen
hundred miles of underground gangways end workings in his
inspection district cannot get over the territory
frequently. Since the V/or there has been a decline of
interest, on the part of both the men end the companies,
in the training for first aid and rescue work which has
been fostered by the ope la tors since 1904. Such training
is valuable not only because of the preparation it gives
the men for action in emergencies, but also for the effect
it has on their attitude toward taking risks. It m.akes
them realise the consequences of eccidents, decrease their
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interest of safety; in short it Is one of the test
educational devices for transforming a reckless chance-
taker into an example of caution. fl9)u
V/AGg^ SYSTEM
The wage rates have no scientific basis. There fi 9 )q
is no system. Different amounts, V7hich may or may not (6)325
be equitable, are paid for vjork which is called by the (A) 343
seme name and which may or rae^T- not be essentially the
same. There are different day rates for the same
occu-:5stion, as many as six, for example, for slate pickers
in a s ingel colliery; and frequently there are no
specifications to indicate under what conditions each
rate is applicable. How the combination of wage rates,
length of the standard wo iking day, number of days' work
in the year, amount of voluntary absence, rate of turn-
over, end other conditions work out in terms of annual
Income; and what kind of life the annua] income and tbe
conditions under which it is earned allow for him.self
and his :fifemily in the place where they must live, ere the
practical questions 7vhich concei’n the individual mine
worker. They are questions with which we, who are trying
to piece together a just conception of the anthracite
industry, are concerned; for the standard of living of the
wage earners in any industry is one of the points on which
it must be judged. Prom infoimation given by the
operators io the Coal Commission it was found that during
the year 1921 the average annual earnings attaclied to al]
positions in the an thra cite ’ industry were $1,605:
contract miners $2,065, miners' leboi'ers $1,450
Page #30
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inside dey men $1,535, oatside dcy men $1,475. Since
(7)22
this dets wes collected, Yse^es retes heve "been raised f8)12
fl6)lll
ten per cent for ell kinds of work. V/hether this
addition to th^e rates hxs increased the annuel earnings




In most mining communities, even in the anthracite
region, the op.^ortunities for other menhers of the family
to earn money are restricted. They can take in lodgers f6)3C7
fll)70
or hoerders. Tlie sons can work on the breakers as soon 32
fl4)210
as they are old enough. The Census of 1920 found that ('15)87-
219
in over half the h-omes of the anthracite rkers there
,
fA)553
was only one wage earner, and that as might he suspected
from this, hoarders were taken in. The facts do not in-
dicate that labor is overpaid. The work is severe and
the hazards ere great. Incapacity comes at an early age
even when disabling accidents are escaped. Serious
misfortune dees enter their families. An annual income
of $2,000 or even $2,500 is not an extravagant allowance
for the support of a workingman's family at the present
level of prices.
The anthracite mine workers are relatively a
settled end sta ble population, and they live for the most
part in settled communities. I'la.ny of them, especially
of the men who do the actual mining of the coal, are
sons* of miners; and many of their sons will be miners
after them. The mothers dreed it for their children, on
account of the risks, end -would rather have them do almost
Page #31
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anything else; "but it is the work thr-t is st hsnd for the
(8)15
hoys 8S they grow up, and meny of them go into it for
that reason if for no other.
SAiTITARY GOIIDITIQITS
Nineteen sample anthrsoite communities were rated
as to their sanitary conditions for the Cqb2 Commissiom
(15)120
hy the United States -'uhlic Health Service. The general 145
8 7-
ratings, based on Vi/eighted estimates of water supply, 119
(6) 311-
sewerage, sanitary control, activities for the prevention 31G
of disease, environment and habits of the population,
ranged from 80.8 points for Wilkes-Berrie out of a (A) 614
possible 100, down to 21 for a small company owned town.
Only six of the nineteen received ratings above 60. On
the whole^the cost of living is higher in the anthracite
towns than in other places with which comparison is (7)36
61
appropriate. Coal of course is cheaper, rents are lower, 43
( 8)12
but the houses are inferior. The typical hom.e of the
anthracite mine worker is a two- story deteched frame house
of five or six rooms. Often it has running water in the
kitchen and electric lights, but ra*’ely an inside toilet.
Bath-rooms which for miners should be considered e necessity,
and whiich we flatter ourselves ere estrblisxied features
^a) 609
of the American standard of living, are scarce. Texes are
an appreciable item. Nvery miner pays an occupational
tax, end he and his wife pay a school tex, whether they
own property or not.
Hard and dangerous and feirly well paid work in
on industry which is prosperous and stable; the protection
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end responsilDle miner to those v/ho have certificates,
to he obtained not otherv;ise thjr-n hy tv;o years’ service
in the anthjracite mines and then satisfy^n^ the examiner;
the further protection of a yovjerful union, end the
standard of living are reflected in varying degrees end





OTH^. E^JSOHS FOR THS SHORTAGE OF CQAl
letting the maximum amount of coal from each seam
that is opened does not necessarily have a favorable
influence on current prices. It is more likely to increase
the average cost of production, ho^’/ever desirable it may
be for other reasons* There ere wastes of various kinds,
however, in the processes of production which decrease
the amount of m.erketable coal below what it might be per
man employed end per dollar invested, and so limit the
sup ly and increase the price. LTo st conspicuous among
these ere the general suspensions due to the termination
of the wage contract. These suspensions stop production
entirely for weeks at a time and have been responsible for
all the acute shortages in the anthracite market except
during the eighteen months of the V/er. There are other
factors which contribute more steadily, if less "
dramatically, to the condition of shortage in supply.
OIEHATOP.'S PROFIT
As to margin of profit, this is a question even
less simple to answer than whether the cost of labor
used in producing the coal is too high, even when we r6]£42
253
have access to the companies’ books, as the Coal (8)20
(13)18
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end In many cases the accounts are incomplete or
confused. There is no accepted stendard as to \7het
should he included in profits, or as to the basis
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PSCUIIj^RITIES
If anthracite is the aristocrat of the fuel
family, then the soft coal industry is an av/hvierd,
overgrovai adolescent, ora friendless, sprs?;ling i^iant,
at home in three-fourths of the states, most at home
in the very one vjhich has the monopoly of enthracite,
hiring four times es m.any men to do its vwik, producing
five to seven times es much tonnage, carrying on its
massive, unsteady shxoulders the manufactures end the
commerce of the netion. The hituminous coel mining
industry has ch-s re cte ristics quite as individuel as the
anthracite indsutry,hut they are a different set. The
wide distribution of the deposits, their practicelly
unlimited emoimt, end the ease with which smell mines
can he opened, prevent anything like the anthracite
combination, and furnish the antecedent condition,
though not the e dive cause, of the over- development
which is the notorious che re c teri stic of bituminous
coel mining. These ci rciim stance s elso account for the
variety of economic especls which the industry presents,
ranging from the most primitive to the most highly
organized.
QgllRRSHlR
Both ownership and operation are widely diffused.
The United States itself ov/ns about twenty m.illion
acres of coel lends, administered by the Secretary of
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Railroads, public utilities, steel menufecture rs, end
fl4)258
other large industrials have bought coal mines for the (6)262
purpose of making sure of their supply of fuel.
UITIOH A IIP ITOn-TTITIOIT TERRITORIES
The division between railroad companies and
independents in the anthracite industry has its counter-
part here in the division between union and non-union
territory; the division being about two- thirds end one-
third respectively. TTon- union operators pay lower wages
and keep down costs in other ways. Partly because of
this, and partly in some cases because of the superior
quality of their coal and favorable freight rates, they
can keep their mines running v?ith fev^er interruptions,
even in times of industrial peace. In times of strike
they not only do not have to shut down but have every
reason to keep on operating to capacity. From one point
of view therefore, this non-union third of the industry
is looked upon as the nation's only protection against
disaster in case of a prolonged strike.






Just as anthracite has been giving up some of
its market to bituminous coal, directly or indirectly
so bituminous coal has been losing part of its potential
market to other fuels and water power. This cannot go on
indefinitely, because the supply of these competitors is
limited. But it may give the coal industry leaner and
leaner years for a while, until the supplies of natural
gas and of cheep oil are exliausted and the available
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unless at any rate, the price of coal comes dovm.
PHI 3?:
Prices of hituminous coal, as of anthracite,
more then doubled betv/een 1916 and 132 2, but unlike fl4)58
fl2)l
those of enthracite, they ere exceedingly sensitive to f6)246
economic forces. There is no artificial influence at
work to keep them at a high and steadily increasing
level. They fluctuated sbarply In those six years,
and since 192 2 have gone pretty steadily down. A large
Part of the total output of soft coal is sold on
(6)195
contract. The proportion varies greatly from time to fl9)o
time and from district to district, but it averages
perhaps seventy-five per cent over the year for all the
tonnage. This large proportion of contract coal has a
stabilizing effect on aveiage prices. One of the con-
ditionsto which spot prices are particularly sensitive
is the amount of coal which consumers have in storage.
Prices do not respond immediately to a drop in production
or a shortage due to difficulties in transporta tion unless
the stocks on liand are already depleted. But whenever
(/J1835
stocks get down below thirty million tons the price
tends to rise sharply, while on the other hand it tends
to drop as soon as they are built up, until by the time
they get above forty million tons consumers ere in (19)s
position to make their own terms.
POST OF PHOnrCTIOIT
The cost of production, as in every other aspect
of soft mining, has varied. The variations are the net (6)244
result of the interaction of many factors, seme operating
?age #37
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to Inoresse end others to decreese costs, end they cen
he explained only hy intimate kno'wlecl'^e of local conditions.
In i^enerel the costs ere higher in the vrest then in the f/ )2007
ee st . fl9)e
So enormous ere the -wastes in the mining of
bituminous coal under present conditions that it requires
no great amount of ecamem to, discover thet this is the f 14) 103
(6)283
strategic point for reducing cost of production. Coel
left in the ground or othen^;ise lost to recovery in the
process of production is a form of waste which, deplorable
es it is, effects cur.'ent costs favorably, at the expense
of future generetions. It results, thet pert of it which
is unnecessary, from doing things in the easiest or the
clieapest way. Engineers estimete that ten states which
ere producing ninety per cent of the bituminous coal today,
(A)1852
there is a total loss of about thirty-five per cent of the 1853
1840
coel, end that considerably mo re tiien half of this loss 1838
1138
might be avoided. Many mines ere not laid out according
to good engineering methods, or there is carelessness or
bad engineering in cari^’-ing out the original plan, with fA)1858
resulting irregularity in the workings. This not only
increases current costs, but it leads to abandoning rooms,
when demand for coal slackens, before they ere worked out,
allowing them to stand idle uniil the roof caves and the
expense of reopening becomes prohibitive. Oorl which might be
taken out is left on the roof and bottom, and in pillars.
i^illars ere left to protect oil end gas wells end to
prevent subsidence of the surface, when back-filling or
-t^ege j^38
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other meens of e coompll shing these seme ends might he
employed, -it oe rs ere loeded too high, so thet ooal
fells off in trensit end is ground under foot. Cers f/.)1862
with Poor doors or wide cracks are used, which let the
fine coal sift out and stay in the mine, incidentally
adding to danger from ooal dust explosions, /raong the
wastes which add to cost of production at the present
time, and so to prices, ere fir-st of all those vjhich fl9)fi
are covered hy the terra overdevelopment.
The maximum demand for soft coal in any year
thus far, as measured hy production, has been 579,000,000
tons; the average at present is about 50 0,000,000 tons.
fl2)5
But the mines are equipped end manned to produce ( 6)270
2 72
about a billion tons. That is, to take an example, f7)92-
93
if ell of them had operated full tim.e in 1923, instead fl4)57
168
of 179 days, as they did on the average, their total 265
output for the year, assuming the same number of men
at work with the seme average daily product ivity, wo uld
have been about a billion tons. Putting it another way,
which takes into account the irregularity of demand,
the capacity is sufficient to produce at least twenty-
five per cent more than the highest rate attained in
fl9) j
periods of greatest demand.
^
The causes of this overdevelopment are the
accessibility of the deposits to any man of enterprise;
the relative ease with which a mine can be opened when
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life onoe it hcs iDegim to operete; the sessonel
flactastions in demand tending to edd e little
peimenent ne?/ development to the industry every V7inter.
Its consequence is idleness of men, mines, end equipment
for ehout s third of the yeer. Both cepitcl end lehor
must he supported hy the public year ground, even though
they do only tv;o- thirds of e yecr's vjork, end the public
meets the bill, Tvhich is swollen by costs of deterio re tion
end demorel ize tion of verious kinds. Irreguler operation
increases the accident rate, for exem/ple, and it is
responsible es noted previously for a considerable pert
of the ooel that is lost to recovery.
IHIB:GULAH Oi.^EAlIOIT
How much unnecessary expense of irreguler
operation is added to the cost of production of eech
ton of coal was calculated by engineers of the Coel
Commission from actual records of a representative
number of mines. V/hen the mine operates every possible
working day during the month the cost per ton produced
is of course lowest. Each idle day adds to the unit
cost of producing the month’s output, for there are
some costs which must go on whether the mine operates
or not. In tlie second place, there ere the ^•astes due
to backward handling of engineering problems and of
working force. In the laying out of mines end in
general installation the large companies have usually
appreciated the importance of techjiicel knowledge; but
the older mined, and the smaller ones, are naturally at
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they mine for initiel errors of design f^nd instelle tion.
BAGKV//.HDITESS OF THR IIIIXJ STRY
fl9)h
P
In unde rg'ronnd mens cement
,
hoth ler^e and
smell mines compere unfevorehly v/ith the best preotice
in other industries. In control of underground traffic
and in coordination of operations, coal mining is still
in the primitive stage from vjhich the manufacturing
industries, generally speaking, have anerged. Although
there ere wide divergences in natural conditions, the
general scheme of underground v;o ik is quite uniform
throughout the country, and uniformly hackwerd. Under-
ground, unseen, a quasi-military type of organize tion
has survived, allowing little if any functional
supervision or control. Foremen, although they have a
distinct legalstatus in some states, and everywhere have
very heavy responsibilities, ere not trained, and their
qualifications ordinarily ere not tested. Superintendents,
managers, foremen, and assistant foremen or bosses ere fA)1915
very generally without the specialized and differentiated
preparation end qualifications which under a sound and
efficient system of management their duties would requii^.
The miners themselves have a less active end a more






Engineers see great room for improvement in the
very respects in which American mining has been supposed fA)1966
to be, and no doubt is, superior to that of European
countries, viz., in the use of meclienical devices
whose economy end practicability have been fully
,p8ge #41
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deaonstre ted, end in stenderdizetion of equipment.
They estimete thst "by the general use of machine loaders
the total cost of mining coel might he materially out
dovm reducing it in m.eny cases hy not less than thirty
per oent. From the point of view of commercial
pract icehili ty, it must he said, their use is still
experimental. lack of standardization extends to type
and size of mine cars and motors, weight and guage of
track, and almost eve r;^^ other feature of equipment.
3ven more serious is the poor adjustment between the
supply of mine cars at the workings end the m.iners'
need for them. That mining can remain profitable both
to Investors and to mine workers under lower prices to
the consumer is certain, but only if traditional
underground methods are abandoned, friction reduced, the
technical knowledge and gooo-will of the miners utilized,
double or multiple shifts introduced when practicable,
mechanical loading end electric drilling used as
generally as machine cutting is now used in most
districts, and all artificial obstacles removed from tlie
natural process by which low cost mires force high cost
mines out of operation for the time being or into
advantage conso lida-tion under public supervision.
FXCFSSIVF SUllXY OF LABOR
In striking contrast to the number of anthracite
mine worker?, which keeps almost constant, the num.ber of
men in the bituminous coal industry increases from year
to year almost without interruption, end with little
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7\'bout eighty- five per cent of them v/ork undergrcimd
end the htlence on the surfr ce . Sixty per cent ere
tonnage men, opereting the cutting raechDnes, mining
vith picks, end loading es distinct from the daymen, fA)1165
inside end outside, most of T;hom ere engaged in
subsidiary occupations. This is a larger proportion
of miners then in er.thrscite, for bituminous coal mining
is still more prominently en extractive industry and less
a manuS' ctur ing Industry then the mining of anthracite.
SSTTIIIT? DlSi?UTl^S
In the strong union districts, relations betv.een
the miners and the operators are governed by collective
agreements end by decisions made* under the agreement,
supplemented by custom in the case of matters not
covered by the agreement. There is machinery for the flF )69
adjustment of disputes £nd grievances, consisting of a
pit committee at each mine, elected by the v^orkers, to
take up questions V7ith the management, and more elaborate
machinery for decld ing disputes on v;hioh the pit committee
and the management cannot agree. Innsn-union districts
there' is little organization of labor relations. Some
companies have devised plans of employee representation
end maciiinery for adjustment of disputes similar to that
found in the union districts, but the typical situation
is purely individualistic. The individual v^orkman deals
with his foremen, end if not satisfied he is free to
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Employers and vwrkers ere not unevenly metched
in the hi trminotis hrench of the coel industry. At first
it seems otherwise. Thjs United nine V/orkers, vjith their
well knit organize tion, their ehle leedership, their
record of many victories, would «ppe£ r to he altogether
too strong for the hedly oigr-nized, highly competitive
body of operators; end this impression is strengthened
hy constant plee s of helplessness from operators,
especially from those outside the centre! competitive
fields in unionized districts. There is no nationel
organizetion of operators corresponding to thie Policies
Committee and the representatives of the operators on the
Conci liation Boerd in thje anthracite industry. The
retionel Coel Association, whhch includes both union end
non-union operators, deliberately excludes questions of
lebor reletions from its cognizance. The operators in
particular states, or vri thin the territoriel limits
of districts of the union, have local asso ci etions,
sometimes more then one; end it is vTith these various
local associations that the ^^nited Itine Workers make
their collective bargains.
GSITTR/.I C0I3?ETITI7E FIEIB
The basic scale is first set for certain districts
taken as btsic" points in the Central Competitive Field,
which includes Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Western Penn-
sylvania. The outlying districts then make their agree-
ments on the same basis, but with established
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the seme dete . The system hes more edvente^es for the
miners than for the ope rr tors* All that js necessery
to secure an ef^reement as v?ide as the union territory is
to g-et a start, heceuse if som.e operators si'^n up, others in
order not to lose orders, must promptly fell in line,
especially after a suspension v;hen prices ere apt to he high
end demand insistent. Operators in union territory outside
fA)1332
1362the Central Competitive Field have a reel grievance in
having no voice in the negotiation of the ha sic scale.
Their employees ere represented through the intemalicnel
union. Their competitors ere the party on the otiier side
of the table. They themselves have not even the role
of unofficial observer. Nevertheless they ere constrained
to acquiesce. They cannot strike against the Central Field.
Year after year they see tliose feetures of the v;ege scale
to vhich they object retained or even modified to their
further disadvantage. The three yea r agreement negotiated
in the spring of 1924 ap^rently leaves the Central Field ^^^^378
in a stronger position then ever in relation to other 1380
union fields, but the working out of the agreement seems to
be threatening to put ell union territory at a di sadvanta ge
in the competition with the non-union operations. Terms
0 f warfe re are odious when applied to industry, but no
other tenns describe the existing strife. The union and
the union operators, the union and the non-union operators,
are in fact belligerent. They fight not only with
r6)274
econom.ic weapons such as strike, lockout, blacklist, 333
347
closed shop but also on occasion with automatics, rifles, (13)36
(14)244
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dete mined to h£ve no reletions vjith the union, press
into service the very oi^^ns of locel government.
RS AS CITS ?0H I DIB THIS
0
Over a period of thirty years hituminous coal
miners have had on an average a chance to -work £13 days
a year, thus losing ninety- five days. This average means
employment for seventy per cent of the normal year. lack
fimarkB-t is the fundamental explanation for nearly ell the
idle time. Chysicel disability of the mine accounts for
a little, car shortage for a great deal at certain times
end in certain places, hut that is usually reducible to
other causes; end even lack of labor for a good deal,
in times of local or videspread strikes. But the over-
\7helming reason v;hy the soft coal mines of the country
do not run more regularly is that the country cannot use
enyv;here near as much coal as they can mine.
Complaints are often heard that the men do not
work as regularly as the mines, that they do not v;ant
to v;ork regularly. ITo doubt the irregularity and
uncertainty of anployment tend to demoralize the v-orking
habits of the individual. ITo doubt, too, miners as a
group ere more individuclistic in their attitude tcwerds
their \70rk than city 'workers end less cheerful slaves
of routine. Intermittent employment tends naturally
in the first place to attract men wlx) prefer to el te mate
work with idleness, and in the next place to breed






Much too frequently in the bituminous mines there
i?age #46
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ere terri'ble explosioiE. Some mines sre gaseous, and
require constant vigilance to keep them safe. An
accumulation of gas or of imflammahle coal dust may he
ignited from the flesh of a broken electric circuit,
a lighted match, or even an open lamp, and the mine
blo\’?n up vith the loss of scores or even hundreds of
lives. In addition to the influences v;hich tend to
keep the accident rate high in the anthracite mines,
in the bituminous coal mines there is the povierful
factor of irregular operation. Idle days increase
accidents. For some accidents, especially the explosions
of 0 major sort, the management of the mines ordinarily
must be held responsible. The poor ventilation, or the
v;hole series of operations, undercutting, loading, f3)8-ll
( 6)351
gathering the cars, and hoisting, is carried on at a (14)76
speed so greet os to be almost or quite incompatible
vdth the prevention of accidents. Our present rate of
production is certainly maintained at the cost of human
lives. I'^achinery, equipment, and explosives m.ay be of e
kind v;hich has not passed the tests end been approved by
the federal Bureau of Hines. The best preventive of
accidents, especially of the more numerous individual
accidents, is the careful miner. Safety councils, on
v/hich both menogement end labor ere represented, carrying
on a constant end practical education of all m.ine workers,
including foremen end others in authority, ere practical
methods'^of raising the average individual carefulness.
Safety lev/s are necessary and thnse vhich we now have
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experience. The conditions of verlous hinds which heve
been found to frvor s low sccldent rate may he ainr.ine rized
es follows: a good stele lining code with appropriations
sufficient to provide edequete inspection service of a
high grade; competitive insurance under control of the
state with merit rating of individual mines; certification
of miners in the hands o f an impartial end competent
body; development of the mine according to a pre-arranged
plan; the use of only peimlssihle explosives and equipment;
Intimate knowledge of underground conditions hy owners
or their represevta live s with a close relation between
them and the manager or" superintendent; a good safety
organization in the mine; cooperative labor relations
^
rA)147
resulting in a low labor turnover; a disposition to be
content with a moderate output; end steady operation. The
Coal Commission predicted that unless the economic motive
for safety and an ordinary;’ decent respect for human life
gradually becomes more effective in making the m.ines
safe for miners, the question inevitably will arise
whether more drastic legislative interference m.ay not
be necessary, even if this would mean less coal mined fl9)r
per men and at a higher co st.
learnings are the product of wage rates and time
worked. i!s in anthracite, the wage rates in bituminous
coal mines are either piece rates or time rates. Because of
{6)32£
the ^lOrt and irregular year a relatively high level of (12)139
171
both tonnage end day rates has been forced on the 196
205
bltum.inous coal industry in the unionized fields, and in
-Page #48
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ai >?ia iiastffctrigf ati a/ vfTi-»t^fil^l5kae oBoatmot td
the non-union fields of the v/est v;here retes ere es hi?h
es or higher then in the union erees. The test expectetion
of eemings fo r a tonnage man is shout $8 s dey, or from
$1,600 to $?,000 8 yeer aooord.lng to oppo rtiind lies for
vjork; of a day men, $7.50 s day, or shout $£,000 s year,
less hy the day hut as much or more for the yesr heceuse
of e more stable T;or]cing yesr.
mniY GOTTDITIOITS
As a group the men vvho vjoik in the soft coc-1
mines of the country ares 11 tile younger then the
snthreclte mine vjorkers. A larger proportion of them ere
native horn American, including a conslderrhle body of
TTegroes. As compered v;ith the Anthracite vjorkers the
foreign horn hsve not been quite so long in this country
end fev7er of them are naturalized. A some v?hat Isi^er
proportion ere married snd maintain homes and not so many
ere hoarding vjith their ovn families. Pam.ilies are large*.
On the v;lnle, the personnel of the industry is not quite so
mature snd se tiled es ere the anthrscite miners. To a greet
extent, therefore, the bituminous cosl miners and their
families are dependent on their employers for the character
of the homes in-v/hich they live, snd the resources and the the
atmosphere of the community of v;hich they are a pert, as well
as for the conditions under which they work. In respect to
physical comfort, educf'ional advantages, opportunities
for recreation
,
and the orotection of health, the miner* sf 7)44
( 11)8
family in a company tovn may he better off or worse of:^ 70
than the average workman* s family in an independent town or
.
(A) 1433
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SATTITAHY GOITDITIOITS
I
The senitsry surveys raede for the Coal Oomraission
hy the TTnited States ?uhllc Health Service note a general
absence of hath houses, of playgrounds for children,
of sidev/alks, gross, flovfers, tre^s, and gardens, even
of paved streets, and the acceptance of such conditions
hy the inhabitants. It found generally lower ratings
for water supply than in the anthracite region and the
actual presence or records of recent outbreaks of typhoid
fever in several of the comraunities; general backwardness
in protection of foods; inadequate provision for the
removal of refuse; ineffective and inadequate measures
for the prevention of diseases; end especially the frilure
of most places to have some one person responsible for
public health activities. All of which is summed up in

















Among the causes of grievances, controversy, and
(a ) 14'
violence are the teims on which miners occupy the company '
iiouses. They ere not tenants with the ordinary rights of
tenants in their relation to landlords, but rather bear the
relation of servants to master, like a domestic servant in the
home of her employer.. The explanation of this is that the
houses ere built because the coal cannot be mined without (6)315
labor, end often there is no place for the workers end their
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them. The houses are huilt for the very prectioal
purpose of inducing v;orkers to oome and stay, and they
are only as good as they need he for that purpose.
They are huilt on company land with company capital and
are as much a part of the general investment in the (A) £540
mining enterprise as the branch railroad, switches,
mine shaft and tipple, end the company store. They are
huilt for employees and if a tenant ceases to he an
employee, or even to he a satisfacto r^r employee, he is
no longer wanted as a tenant. /,s long as he is an fl9)c
a c cep table, employee he is a desirable tenant.
OPERATOR’S PBOFIT
Operators, as a group, ere affected by the
instability of the industry as adversely as are the miners.
As individuals it gives them a gambling chance for fabulous
gains, the earnings of capital are as irregular end fA)2527
uncertain as the earnings of labor. Itergin of profits of
individual operators and the rates of retijrn on their
r7)89
invested capital range in any year from serious losses by
(6)242
some to spectacular gains by others. Average margin of
profits and average rates of return for the industry
^A^ 2544
fluctuate widely from year to year end from district to 2570
district. All the available figures disclose thiSt 2680
possibilities of extravagant gains, risks of disasterous
losses, alternations of feast and famine, uncertainty
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PART IV
COITCIUSICITS AIT I) R^.DITgTIOlTS
PIT TEE RCOITQHIC PRCBIRMS OF COAL HiyilKx
IN TER IRTIOSI* STATES
CAR TEE OPERATORS HRIP?
In the anthrseite industry, what the operators
can do that wuld he most eppreoiated hy consumers is to
increase their output and lov;er their prices. On the
vvhole they ere making hi^ profits, on vihetever basis
profits ere calculated. As vje have seen, a small group
of operators, owning nearly all the reserves end having
among themselves end the railnoads at least in the legal
sense a combination, restrict their output rather than
extend their market. As a resiit the public has given
more attention to the question what can be done to the
operators than to the question which we are now considering,
what can be done by them.
The anthracite companies could prevent the steady
rise in the price of their product from year to year.
They can sink more shafts, employ double or treble shifts
of workers, use more labor-saving machinery, and im.prove
labor relations by more attention to personnel management:.
They might give the seme amount of attention to personnel
management, scientific job analysis, thel they now give
to engineering and sales. It is a fertile field tl^at
has hardly been scratched. There is no telling what results
might follow a transfoming of the miners’" union, with
which all anthracite labor contracts are made, from a
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in the Tnlnin^ of coel. Here we must recognize that it
involves e new policy on the pert of operrtors, a policy
which cells for imegination and pioneering statesmanship
equal to that of the first anthrecite operetors- and that
of the creators of the anthracite comhina tion . It means
offering inducements, not only pecuniary, hut social
and psychological. The industry must function as a whole
from top to bottom, from financial control through
engineering, management, supervision, drilling, blasting,
loading, hoisting, breaking, sorting, cleaning, carrying,
end selling. The anthracite industry comes nearer doing
this theiv does the bituminous industry but it falls short
at the very points where the Interests o f labor and those
of consumers are to be reconciled with the competing
interests of o’.’aiers end of operators. To fall short
there is to fell. The interest of workers and the
interest of consumers are the primary, not the secondary
interests. Sound national policy in anthracite demands
cheaper fuel and more of it. V/hether those in financial
and operating control will work to accomplish these
ends with the singleness of purpose and de terra- nation
essential to success is for them to decide.
- ITEGSSSiiy III THE BI TlfiDTPTTS I^^PSTHY
In the soft coal industry the operators share in
general the vicissitudes of the business cycles. They are
more active, more numerous, and more prosperous when
there is a boom, when there is brisk trade in steel end
other industries. On the other hand, more idle, less
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is e depression. The response of the cosl industry to
general financial and industrial changes is not, however,
instantaneous. Prosperity and depression in the coal
industry depend upon contracts and on the stocks of coal
in storage. If stocks are low operators may fefel an
improvement in "business almost instantaneously. If they
are large a considerp'le interval may intervene. Prices
may he controlled-more effectively through storage than
hy price- fixing. In the absence of storage end of
dependable contr^’cts, prices fluctuate violently, and
operation fluctuates with prices. T/hetever, therefore,
operators can do to increase the practice of bu^ang on
contract is in line with sound national coal policy.
There is no other industry, not even agriculture, in
which there is so sensitive a margin of production. At
a high price ell the coal banks end wagon mines can
work profitably, end the large operations can extend
their preduction up to the limit of transportation
service. As the price falls, high cost mines begin to
drop out. At the lowest prices only operators who can
out wages or who have exceptionally favorable freight rates
or other advante.ges, or those who are operating on long
contracts, can afford to continue. There is no complete
solution of the preblem of irregularity in the coal industry
wilhout a solution of the general problem of business
and industrial cycles.
USED FOR QOITSOIIBflTlOIT lU THE EITTriillTO^TS PTDTTSTHY
The greatest requisite of the operators in the
bituminous coal industry is consolidation. By this we
^a ge #54
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meen "better or^enization, consolidation o f properties,
and essocietion for detemining- end carrying out lator
policies, sales policies, end engineering polic:es. This
process is going on, though it is more or less concealed
in evailahle statistics* Over b period of fifteen years
the numher of operating units seems to have remained
distributed among large, medium, and small producers in
almost the seme proportion* Consolidations ere essential
for much the same reasons that justify the consolidation
of the lailroads into several large systems, each
uniting some high cost end less profitable lines vi/ith
some of the more profitable lines* Through consolidation
there would be substantial economies in administration,
as the elimination of ^’vBsteful end injurious competition,
the closing dovai of high cost collieries, the concentration
0 f ce r service in times of shortage in places where it
can be used most advantageously, the increase of contract
sales, and the use of labor saving machinery*
Some modification of the Sherman anti- trust law flO^SL
may or may not be necessary. To some extent the complaint
of operators is justified, that their cut-thjroat
competition is imposed upon them by lew. To this extent
the law may safely be modified, on condition that the
object which the law had in view is attained by federal
supervision. The public canrot afford to see the anth-
racite combination duplicated in the bituminous industry.
The practical alternative, however, lies between combinations
in defiance of laws and public opinion, and a policy of
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full public knov?ledge, end v?ith the proper ssfee^ua rding
of the public interest. Consolidol ions are not forbidden
by the enti- trust lavjs, only combinations which restrain
trade. There is little danger of such e degree of
consolidation in the bituminous coal industry as will
prevent competition. The coal is too widely distributed
for any conceivable monopoly of production. Operators
will do well to accept cheerfully the principle that the
securities issued by new corporations shall be scrutinized
end the conditions of consolidation approved by a public
authority in the public interest.
Bituminous coal operators, then, can help matters
by uniting into larger units, with resulting economies
in overhead expense, greater efficiency both in operation
and in selling, and better cooperation with both carriers
and consumers. V/hen actual consolidation is not desirable
or practicable, some of its advantages may be gained by
cooperation among producers. let bituminous operators
organize, quit ruinous competition, come to an understanding
with one another, -'with the mine worker, with carriers end
consumers, and there will be little difficulty in coming
to an understanding with the public. For the public
consists of coal consumers, and the public interest
primaidly requires that there be peace with justice in the
industry and service at a reasonable cost to the nation.
II'iP BOVEimTS
Among the improvements necessary to make the coal
industry more a functional service end less a business
speculation may be enumerated the following: the adoption
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of uniform cost ecoountins; the extension of the policy
of selling on contract; the inching of contracts with
carriers for car service; the rcilroeds to supply end
operators to use the number required to fill sale
contracts; the recognition of the rights of miners and
encouragement of active cooperation from them in ell
matters in which they have an economic interest and in all
ways through whneh they could help to increase output,
im.prove quality, and reduce costs; improvement in those
living conditions for which operators ere directly or
Indirectly responsible; increased attention to the
prevention of injuries; increased use of labor-saving
machinery, end at the same time increased respect for
the human workers, skilled and unbilled.
HP:7ISI0IT of tax n^TEODS
One of the worst of all taxes in the coal industr^^-^
from the point of view of operators, is that v:hich is
levied indiscriminately by the state of lennsylvanie on
all anthracite produced in the state, a percentage of the
market price at the mine.
,
This is added to the price of the
coal and Passed on to the ultimate consumer, mainly the
householders, the majority of them in other states. The
Goal Oomraisslon recom.raended a federal differential tax
on sntlm*acite: one which would fall lightly or not at all on
the coal produced at high cost, under difficult conditions,
such as thin or steeply pitching viens; increasingly on t’oe
coal vhich, al though sold at the sarnie price costs less and
less to produce; and in the maximum degree on that which
costs the least to mine. Such a tax remains where it is put,
on the operator or owner who can best bear it, who has
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8dvf.ntrg0s for vjWch he has psid nothing, unless es s
recent "buyer he has merely cspitelized this very differential
advantage. The same principle should he applied in the
bituminous co £l industry. 2oth federal and state taxes
shiuld "be shifted as far as is practicable from production
to ovmiership, from operators in general to operators who
have natural advantages for which no original investment
of capital or labor was necessary.
Thus free competition may become more beneficent.
Society should never penalize enterprise, good management,
efficiency in orga ni zation, reduction of costs through
good labor relations or sales policies. To secure for the
whole community the principal pert of a natural resource,
a favorable location, or socially created value, does not
have this, but the contrary effect. Revision of revenue
law, both state and national, so as to transfer taxes from
enterprise to natural m.onopoly, would be of enormous benefit
to the coal industry and to the public.
IA3 OH
It is a herd thing to say, but the best thing for
some two hundred thousrnd mine av) rhe rs to do is to get out
of the mines end into other occupatio'ns . A certain amount
of transition on the part of miners is constantly going on,
from idle end irregula r mines to new and more active ones,
and also to factories, end farms, but others constantly come
in to take their places. !.ten, in spite of the inadequate
and irregular opportunities to work, stay as long as they
can, hoping for better times, reluctant to risk a change to
a strange locality, the cost of moving, end the losses of
i’sge *58
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ireny kinds which it usually entails. Operators also
expect to have at least temporary seasons of full work,
end naturBlly prefer to keep enough miners shout, if they
can, to he ready to take care of peak demands. Decrease
in the total number of miners, which means a transfer
of the surplus labor to other occupations, is likely to
come only with stabilization. Miners alone canrot bring
this about but they can help. Meanwhile they can help
the generBl situation by doing the best thing 5) r
themselves and their sons, not lingering too long where
they ar^= not needed, not putting needless obstacles in
the wo 37 of regularizing operations, and’ seeking- other
localities or even other occupations. Thjey should also
keep informed about places to which they might go. In
other words, striking the best possible balance between
free mobility end settled life, enjoying the letter when
it is possible, but, in order not to pay too much for that
advantage, keeping always readiT" to move, to change work,
and to let their sons go into other vocations.
IltPROTOEFTS IN SMITAH^ ADD IIVIITl COITDITIOITS
Miners can help by belonging, and feeling that
they belong, in the industry; by embracing every sound
policy of cooperation, by thinking of the community
where they are working as one in which they are to make
their homes; by sharing in its civic and social life
in its emotional and recreational life. Certainly this
relation to 1he industry end to the neighborhood will
have to be on tenns consistent with self respect, with
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f undemen t?! eoonomic interest. Winers can do much to
seoure these thing's for themselves. They heve s right
to insist end should use every means in their power to
"bring others to see, thet e living wege is the first
cl Sira on the product of industry. P/hst miners oen do,
is to rsise their own stendard of living, to practice
the simple virtues and to reach out as they do on
occasion for the heroic virtues also, to discover the sat-
isfaction that comes from doing a fair day’s work for a
fair wege, to make the most of the existing good-will and
to increase it. Miners and their families can do more
than employers, even in company towns, to make their
homes and neighborhoods comfortable, safe, sanitary,
end beautiful. They must, of course, begin where they are,
end for ugliness, discomfort, and dreariness it would be
ht^rd to beat the mining camps end most of the company towns.
They may work together end with the companies to get
the best possible schools for their children, and if
possible for adults also, and to see that there is no
truancy, no failure to use what is available end useful.
They may do their Pert to see thxt their hjouses are painted
and kept in repair, that levms and gardens ere in order,
dairies especially the one-cow dairy sanitary, food
protected from flies end other sources of infection, and
water from pollution, roads and paths clean end passable,
life end property safe, and public opinion as alert and
as well informed as possible.
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The best of stete end federal lev/s, the most frequent end
oonscl entio us inspections hy federel end state officiels,
the most generous precautions of operators, the most elshorste
rules end the most strigent weraings, viill not meke a mine
sefe for careless end incompetent v;orkers. ITo amount of
emphasis on 1:7 hat the miner cm do can rightly he used to
excuse either parsimony or negligence of the management.
Yet the fact remains, that miners do endanger their 07;n
lives and the lives of their helpers end felloin workers
hy carelessness, ignorance, end disobedience of rules;
hy running undue risks, hy failing to do their pert in
joint safety committees.
GOOfYHATIOII
'Jh^t is needed, however, is something which neither
the miners' union nor the employers' union has thus far
achieved. That is nothing less than actual participation
hy miners in the management of ell the mining operations.
The official management, superintendent, foremen, end
salesmen should in some degree represent the vorkers as
well as the owners. ?or the workers to become holders of
preferi^d shares, or o the r\';i se to gather crumbs that fall
from the table, is not enough. As workers they should h£ ve
a voice in control.
TTul 11E3D FOR K^RYC/.ST
America is more favorably situated with respect to
coal than any other part of the world. A merely decent
regard for future generations in America and elsewhere,
reinforced by the influence of rising prices end occasional
shortage in supply, should make us carefia to mine with a
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rainimum of vieste and to iDum vjith a maxT'mum of efficiency.
Self-interest is likely in the future, as in the past
to lead miners to restrict tteir daily output end operators
to hold heck production v;hjenever it is necessary" in order
to maintain prices. In viev; of IMs, it seems reasonable
to consider our coel reserves practically inexha.ust ihle ,
miERAL S1T-^R7ISI0IT
It is the Interstate Commerce Commission through
which further regulation could he most easily and most
naturally initiated. Most of the remedies which could he
applied hy the federal govemment, especially control of
freight rates and of car service, are already within the
jurisdiction of the Interstate Comerce Commission. To
create in that Commission a special division cljarged with
the collection of information, with the supervision of
consolidations and contracts, with the integration of the
bituminous coal industry as far as this can he brought about
hy federal supervision, would he the least departure from
precedent and at the same time the most likely to succeed.
/. new body established for this purpose would liave to go
to the Interstate Commerce Commission when any question
of effective action arose. It would, therefore, he more
sensible to create the body with that Commission. The
present Commission might be equal to the adoption of
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• a tJ;b mtf ant el’nXfflC&o
ITTT ACOCTOTTIST^ ?R/.CT10E FOR OOAI HIITKS
LACK OF ITiarOH^ ACCQTjlTTirr^ I.l?!THODS
Realizing the different vsays In f%urin? costs hy
the anthiacite and hituminous coal operators, one is
perplexed to hnoT? just v/hat method is correct; whet companies
ere calculating their expensnes on an equitable hesTS; and
whx t figures are inflated hy erroneous cheri^es to operation
of capital items as locomotives, machine rj^ etc. There is
no way of ascertaining hy merely looking at the accounts or
hy accepting reports submitted hy the operators themselves,
whether or not such improper charges have been made to
current operations* ITo doubt, the Coal Commission did not go
so far as to audit the accounts of the operators, who
furnished thd s Commission with infoimetion, because of the
am.o unt of work and expense it would entail. However, if the
accounts were audited, the Coal Commission ce rta inly would
have found a number of the gross errors which have been
mentioned. Therefore, in order to answer such questions
which might arise as to what is the correct accounting
procedure, we shall endeavor in this section, to discuss
the various items making up the total cost and try and
place the coal industry on an uniform method of arriving
at the correct procedure of figuring the cost of coal.
::*HGTTI1A PI TIES
Ho doubt, every mine has its own peculiarities,
end consequently only a general discussion of the various
items can be made. Some mines are operated directly by the
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thus hsving’ to Pey royeltles on the tot€'l output; some
are heevily mortgeged heoeuse of insufficient cepitsl
furnished hy the operetors, while others ere not hurdened
with the necessity of meeting heavy interest charges.
Consequently, it is natural that on] y such a general
discussion can he made. Disregarding the various
foms necessary in a coal accounting system, we shell (17)
(18)
start to discuss the system from its epplloa tion to the
contract labor working in the m*ine to its ultimate workings
in the m.aln office.
accqtttttittc foe iabcd cost
The re sionslhill ty of keeping the costs correct,
originates with the following three persons: the
woighmaster, the mine foreman, and the mine clerk. Each
day after commencing operations, as the cars com.e up from
the mine, the r/eighma ste r m*ust verify end record the
weights of coal cut hy miners. This record may he of any
size hut it is essential tiiet it contain Information as
the section of the mine, the day, the miner's name or better
stll] the miner's number, end the tons of coal rained.
This information Is then checked in some manner, usually
hy the foremen or the mine clerk, in oirder to obviate
any disputes that might arise from the m.iners end also
to eliminate any possible errors. The forem.an should
approve the ve ighnaster' s record when passed into the mine
clerk's hands, for the total cars of coal cut and also
for the nam.es or numbers of all contract m.iners. Every
night or early next morning, the mine clerk records this
information on a sheet loiown as "The Tipple Sheet”
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end raakes proper entries on his vjeehiy suiranery sheet
from yvhich the 7«ekly pey roll is hesed. Each dey the
nine cleik reports to the main office the mine’s resuO-ts
for the preceding day. Any advances to m.iners are reported
hy the foreman to the mein office end to the mine clerk
where proper entries ere made on the pay roll records.
At the end of the week the mine clerk completes his
summary of the coal produced, makes memorandum, of the
disposition of the coal, and makes up his Pay roll ^eets--
giving the name end number of the employee, the daily tons
of coal cut, the rate p'^r ton, and amount. All records
submitted by the m.ine clerk should have the approval of the
foreman. In order that the foreman might be able to do this,
it is necessary that he should keep a small book in which
he can keep the names of the m.en employed under him on
various jobs. This record then becomes the basis from which
the mine clerk checks his pay roll sheets each week, both
for contract men and dey laborers. In order to
eliminate any means by which the foreman might substitute
dummies or fictitious persons on the pay roll, time clocks
should be kept and supervised by the mine clerk. In
addition to this it seems necessary that the main office
should check against the employment cards, the names end
rates and verify extensions on every pay roll. At the .t
main office the production of coal as shown by the ’’Daily
Tipple Reports” should be checked to the pay rolls and the
time cards or the fo nemanfs book used in checking the
hours worked by daymen. To
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round out the check on lehor e g'ood system of peying off
should he instelled; either hsve the employees come to
the office for their pay envelopes or have some
responsible person meet the men as they cccie out from the
mine. For men wrkirig ^hove tiie ground, a similar check
should he installed.
/.QCOUITTm FOR COAX
In the bituminous coal industry the simmary of
thje coal mined, os-Bho\vn by the 'weekly summary submitted
b"^ the mine clerk, foims a basis from which a. record of
coal reedy for shipment or cool ready for storage is
made. This record should be kept at the main office.
As coal is dumped into cars for shipment or stored until
needed, proper records should be kept by a clerk under the
supervision of the outside foremen or by the superintendent
himself. This record shows the day, tie division, the
weiglrna ster' s nerie
,
and the tons of coal received from
underground. /II bins used for storage should have
known tonnage capacities. All sales of coal are made to
employe esmiaii.e r the authorization of the outside foreman end
becked by the approval or order slips fiom the main office,
end all contract shipments of coal should be supported by
orders from the main office. Daily reports of coal received
from the mines and coal flipped or sold to employees are
made end signed by the outside foreman. This record gives
the mein office a check upon the coal mined and also upon
all shipments.
In the anthracite industry, a little more complex
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must 20 through 1he hreckers to he sorted into the
verious sizes end then stored into bins hcving knovm
tonrjfige cepeoities. The coel 7:eights es shovm hy the
weighnsnster ' s records should he checked ss the ce rs
ere emptied of their contents, ^ach day the clerk
reports the tote 1 tons mined end the tons of the
differen-t sizes. This letter information cen he
ohtcined hy using bins in the process of sorting out the
coel .
Periodically, cn inventory should he taken of the
coel in cars, waiting for shipping instructions, end coel
in storage, inorder to check up v;ith the perpetual records
thus far kept at the mein office. However, just es in the
cotton industry, an invisible loss in tonnage will he
found. Record sh-ould he made of this invisible loss end
any increase in the rate or per cent of loss should he
carefully looked into.
AQllUITTITTl FOR SUPPILRS
In order to account for supplies, tools, gun powder,
etc., properly, a storehouse should he kept at the mine and
under the supervision of a man, who should he responsible
for his work to the superintendent of the mines or tlie
foreman. /II records of receipts of materials end supplies
should he checked against the invoices and approved for
Pe 3mient or otherv;ise. The supplies are then recorded on
proper records kept fcr this purpose at the m.ain office,
giving such essential information as the kind of materiel,
the maximum and minimum quantities, the seller’s name, date
received, quantity, price, amount, end when the actual
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physicel quentities were checked against the hook records.
Requisitions for the issuance of mete rials should he
authorized hy the fornmon end made out in triplncate, one
going- to the storehouse, one to the mein office, end the
foreman keeping the other, ‘^ach day tlie store men makes
up a summary’ of materials received and issued and forwards
it to the mein office where it is checked against the
invoices received and the requisitions from the foremen,
naturally, proper room and bins for storage should he made
in the storehouse and kept under lock end key. All cash
sales should he made through the mein office.
Thus the main office has a direct control over the
labor cost, the coal mined, end the materials used at the
mine. Inorder to keep the perpetual records right,
periodical tests should he made of the supplies and
materials and any discrepancies sliould he carefully looked
into end noted on the inventory card. A proper method of
pricing the materials issued should also he maintained:
the "moving everrge method" and the "first in and first
out" being the most common methods.
EHSAKIITl IT? COSTS
^fter the payroll lias been Paid off and the weekly
summery sent in hy the store clerk, the main office should
divide this information into corresponding groups. In
othier words, the cost of labor should he divided as to
I.Tining, Ventilation, Drainage, Yardage and Dead Work,
Stripping, Haulage, Tipple Operating, Screening or Breakers,
Washery, and to Ttine Overhead. The cost of materials
should he divided likewise, thus giving a divisional cost,
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nede up of leltor end materiel s. In the hituminous coel
Industry, overhead expenses ere not proportioned es they
ere in the snthroGite coal industry, thus making the
cost accounting system eesier to hendle in the first case.
In the anthracite industry the divisional costs, consisting
of indirect labor a nd materials, eve proportioned to the
varies size coals. Here, much difficulty and controversy
arises, es to vshat is the best method of distributing
overhead. Some accountants maintain that all costs that
cannot be said to apply to a particular size coel, should
be proportioned on the basis of labor costs; some maintain
that tonnage should be used as a bt-si s; v;hile still others
claim that sel‘’ing price should be the basic figure. Ho
doubt there are many other methods of distributing co sts,
just as there ere different types of minds, end consequently
such a method as vdll give the most true and desired results
should be used. In this particuLer industry it seems that
the selling price ^lould be used in distributing overhead,
because, eltliough the same amount of overhead cfn be said
to be expended on each ton of egg and steemi size cot Is, it
does not take into consideration the fact that during the
course of operations only a small per cent of the small
size coals are mined per day. TTeither does it take into
cnnsi dera tion the fact that the price of coal is not
deteimined es in other industries, but by supply and demand.
Consequently, doesn' t it seem logical that the selling price
of coal should be used as the basic figure?
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OYSRHEAD
A disoussion of the items mskins- up this over-
head 00 st vjill nov7 he discussed end it is here thet nony
of the operetors very from sound end ^ood ecco anting-
preotice. Accounting for enthrecite mines presents 8 fev/
eccounting problems not encountered in other industries.
The enthrecite operator not only secures ell his re^
metericls from the earth, hut erigeges in the preparation
of the re\-? meteriel for the merket, and can thus he
classed as a msnufrcturer as vjell as a miner. One of th^
problems confronting the accountant in this industry is
the question of cfpltel expenditures or items included in
overhead expenses.
C/.PIT/I
The cost of mine buildings, structures, machinery,
end equipment, less their scrap or residual value, when
the mine is exhausted, should he regarded as deferred
charges to profit and loss and to the cost of producing
coal. Thjese items are sometimes reflected in the profit
end loss account as depreciation or em-ortization . The
general practice is to consider all expenditures for
buildings, structures, machinery, equipment end mine
developments, less the revenue from coal mined during the
time in which the developments are in process end before
the mine h*as actually begun to operate, as charges to
capital accounts. All normal expenditures of a similar
nature subsequent to the beginning of operations, which
ere required to maintain the present output, should be
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the output should be charged to capitel accounts, and any
charge to capital accounts presupposes an expenditure
incurred for V7hich benefits ^’ill be received in the
future. Charges for mine developments should be analyzed
to avoid charging to capital accounts expenditures v?hich
are applicable only to coal novs being mined, and exx^nditures
on account of coal to be mined in the future charged to
profit and loss or operating expenses.
PIT
\
Depletion, as applied to mining, is a physical
process of using up what is in the ground, consequently
inorder to protect the original amount of capital Invested,
a depletion reserve account should be set up and
periodically credited with the cost of coal mined or taken
out of the ground. This cost is determined by dividing
the total cost of the coal lends by the estimated tons of
coal expected to realize. This rate multiplied by the tons
mined will give the amount to be credited to the depletion
reserve account. In case of leased property, the total
cost of the lease should be written off over the life of
the lease and based on the expected tons to be mined during
such period. However, many operators do not adhere to
this method but charge any amount to the reserve that they
think they want. Then again, some operators do not adhere
to the strict meaning of cost, but use instead as there
basis, the appraised value of the property, thus burdening
the costs unduly. Instead of charging the proportion of the
appraised value of the mine to operations, this amount
i?sge ^71
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should he chrrged to Surplus, v.'hioh wes credited in the
first piece \’3hen the csset account was written up to its
appraised value.
p?:?Rp:auTioiT
Mine buildings, structures, machinery, and
equipment should he depreciated on the basis of wear end
teer or their life. In case the life of the mine is
shorter then that of the assets, depreciation may he
oliarged off in two ways:
1. On the he is of the life of the mine, charging
off a certain equal portion each month.
2. By charging off a certain equal amount per
ton as the coal is produced based on the estimated
number of tons to he mined.
The second method is commendable in that it
equalizes the depreciation cost per ton regardless of the
number of tons to he mined. The use of the first method
will cause a fluctuation in the depreciation cost per
ton as the production varies from month to month. If ihe
second method is used care ^.ould he tahen to see that
the proper amount is charged off on the time basis at
least at the close of the fiscal year.
The following is a quotation from a report
submitted by the Cost />cco unting Committee of the national
Coal Association: (18)180
"Capital investment in a coal mine is not a permanent
asset; it is only an outlay preliminary to the extraction
of the coal; it is merely an advanced or deferred charge
upon future income, which capital, if recovered, must he
I’age 11^72
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recjovered vrlth the current expenses of ope retions out
of the proceeds of oosl sold.
”ln Goel minins the exect unit for the mecsure-
inent of v/orh done is the ton of ooeI inined. it is si so
the exsct unit fo r messuring- depletion of ininersl, vjeer
end teer from use of equipment, end exhaustion of
development. Development is a mere ee semen t, the vslue
of vjhich dissPPears when the coal is gone.
coal mine being, as emphasized made up of
several elements, all depreciating as the coal is mined,
such depreciation is composite, accruing ate rate
concurrent with the rate of extraction. The necessary
rate per ton being determined, the aggregate depreciation
for any accounting period and should of course, as far as
practical, be distributed among the various elements in
proportion to their respective costs or value.
”The doctrine that measures depreciation of coal
mine Plant and equipment in teims of time, excepting of
course, some leasehold propositions is frllacious, as
tested by the further assertion that a completely equipped
mine could be maintained indefinitely without depreciation
or wear or tear if no coal were mined, by minor repairs.
"Therefore, we insist, as e general rule- -except ing
some leaseholds- -that the cor rect mea sure of the depletion
end depreciation experienced in mining coal is the ton of
coal mined.
"After a coal mine has been developed and equipped
to its planned output capacity, charges to its capital
account siould cease, and thereafter there will be few if
i?ege f73
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eny pe nnissible oberges to thct account.
^
The following depreciation tchle should he used
in determining the emount of depreo istion
:
(18)180






1 ? 3 4 5 6
Tiple life 0 f property
Heed Frame life of property
Power Plant 7 7 7 7 7 7
Pumps 5 10 7 5 7 7
Motors 10 10 10 10 10 10
Mine Cars 4 4 4 4 4 4
Mules & Harness 4 4 4 4 4 4
Cables Haulage 2 2 2 2 2 2
Flectric Equipment 7 10 7 5 10 7
Ko use s life of property
Mining Machinery ' 7 8 7 5 8 8
Hand Tools 1 1 1 1 1 1
life of
Timbe r property 6 6 6 10
Rails 5 10 8 5 10 10
Wire fe Trolley 7 10 7 5 10 7
Locomotives 10 10 10 10 10 10
Bee Hive Ovens 10 10 10 10 10
By Product Ovens 12 15 15 15 15
V/ashe ries Life of property
number 1: Anthracite
2 : Bituminous, V/est V®., Illinois.
” 3: Ky., Tenn., la., Ohio, Indiana.
” 4: L!o., liensas, Iowa, Ark., Okla . , Alabama.
” 5: Texas, ITorth and South Dakota.
” 6: T/y.
,
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VJ ^7^ 0 y-4V .’f
imiTB /ri> OUTSIDE KZ^EIIS^S
The operating expenses are divided into t?;o
general olasses: inside expenses and outside expenses.
Aside from the question of supervision, this general
ola ssificc tion is useful on account of the difference in
physical condition inside and outside the mine . Inside
expenses cover the cost of lahor, supplies, ano. expenses
in the mining and transportation of coal underground and
includes the cost of operating the ventilation machinery
and eq'uipment. Inside expenses may ^*ovj material dif:''erences
in the cost per ton from month to month. These differences
may he due to the physical conditions of the mine such as
faults or irregularities in the seams, more timbering
necessary on account of the ctiaracter of the top of the
gangv.’ry or chamber, the length of haul to the main shaft,
drainage and ventilation required, etc., and the chjanges in
these conditions during various cost accounting periods.
The outside expenses cover the cost of transportation a rd
preparation of coal after it has been removed from the
mine end generally remain quite unifoim as to cost per ton,
SIT^AI! SIZ^S AS BY--^HOyTOTS
Anthracite is prepared for the market in various
sizes which are divided into t\’J0 general classes; domestic
or large sizes and steam or smell sizes. Both these general
classes include several standt rd sizes. On account of the
difference in the amount realized from sales between the
lerp^e end small sizes, it is the intention of each operator
to produce as great a percentage of large sizes as possible.
The large sizes have a sales va].ue greater than the average
?age #75
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c3ost of fill sizes, V7hile, on the other hand, smell sizes
ere sold et a price under the 8verap:e cost. Futhermore,
the market for small sizes fluctuates frequently both in
price end in demand. It would seem ^ood accounting to
consider the smell sizes es by-products rather than
regular products, es mentioned above, aitha: me thod being
just es good. If this method is adopted, it is suggested
that the total amount realized from the sale of small
sizes or an arbitrary amount somev^hat neer the market
price of small sizes be credited to the cost of the large
sizes* Fven though the sm.all sizes were treated as by-
products it would be impossible to distinguish between
the cost of various large sizes such as lump or chestnut.
The cost of large sizes sliould be carried at the average
cost per ton.
HF3FP.TFS FOR C OITTIITGrFFgiFS
In view of the fact that anthracite mining is a
business of hazcrdous nature and mining companies are
liable to uninsurable losses such as fires, explosions,
floods find cave-ins or squeezes, it is undoubtedly good
business and good accounting to set aside a reserve to
cover these losses. Experience shows that uninsurable
accidents are frequent and it would seem to be poor
accounting not to reflect these losses in the cost of
coal just as insurance is considered a proper cost charge.
STPIP^IIII EX-P:ITSBS
Stripping operations are performed for the purpose
of removing earth, rock, etc. from, the surface so that
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en ezcesE of refuse from entering the mine v;lien tlie ooeI
necr the surfece is mined underground* The expense of
stripping the surfece eerth, rock, etc., termed
’’overh urden" mey eccumulete for a long perj.oa preceding
the removrl of the perticular coel to he ohteined from
the operation. The expenses then become a deferred
expense similar to certain inside developments, such as
rock tunnels, etc. A portion of these deferred expenses
should he charged to the profit end loss or cost accounts
es the coel is removed and the amount to he charged off
based on the estimated tons to he obtained divided into
the total deferred stripping expenses. Should stripping
expenses he incurred concurrently with the removal of
coal, these expense should not he charged to deferred
stripping expenses hut to the current operating accounts.
CTTUi BATIKS
CJulm h£nks are by no means common to every
enthraci te mine
,
hut the quantity of coal secured from
these hanks by operators, who do ovn them entitles them
to special accounting consideration. Culm hanks, however,
produce less than five per cent of the total anthracite
tonnage and will doubtless soon become extinct. Culm
hanl^s ere large refuse dumps containing smell sizes of
coal and were made by early operations before such s^zes
were marketable. These sizes ere now marketable end they
can be extracted from the refuse or culm with modern coel
preparation apparatus. The cost of culm bank coal will
be considerably lower than that of freshly mined coal. In
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misleading were average costs of Ixjth CMlm TDenk end
freshly mined coel used. The cost of eech kind of coal
shiould he kept entirely seperate. Sometimes culm hank
Goal is prepared in a plant huilt for that purpose,
colled a washery, and the keeping of seperate costs in
this cese is a simple matter. But if culm is run through
the breaker at the same time as freshly mined coal, the
serration of the costs of each kind of coal hecomes a
problem of apportionment. The apportionmient may he made
quite accurately on the basis of tests of the quantity
of cod realized per ton of culm and the number of tons
of culm run through the breaker. Culm banks should be
valued in the seme manner as underground coal and
depleted as the coal is seperated from the refuse.
End.
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1920, "by 7/» J* Lauck: fThe most important are)
"Gom'binstion in the Anthracite Industry”
"Operating and Financial Performance of tne
An thrso ite Fa il roads”
"Profit of Anthracite Operators"
"Feletions "bete-veen 'Pages and Production, Costs,
Prices, end Profits in the Anthracite
industry"
Pnesen te tion "before the United States Cool Commission
"The Anthracite Monopoly" "by Presidents
Brennan, Golden, and Kennedy, 1923.
"Anthracite Accounting and Finances" "by Pres.
Thomas Kennedy, "District 7, U .LI .''.Y.A .
,
Haze It on. Pa., 1923.
Pamphlets "by the Uationaliza tion Research Committee "by
Messrs. Brophy, Golden, Mitch.
"Compulsory Information in Coal" 1922.
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